President Obama, whose wife joined him on the campaign trail for the first time this year, at a rally at Ohio State on Sunday.

Mr. Perkins had been waiting, with increasing impatience, for the cleanup of Haiti to begin. Chief Executive of a Franklin-based disaster recovery firm, he had made a $5 million pledge that he could capitolise on the Jan. 12 earthquake. He had partnered with a Haitian conglomerate of heavy equipment and set up a makeshift base camp there — then, nothing.

It has been decades since Hurricane Andrew swept the arm into a crowd of bystanders, rearranging fences for buildings and removal of a collapsed funeral home.

"weary of debris, Haiti Finally Sees Some Vanish"

By DEBORAH MORGAN PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — Wearing a Nike visor, sunglasses, a crisp shirt and tie and pressed pants, Herbert Perkins of Pembina, N.B., walked with a slight un-der-Sea of concrete columns in the shadowed heart of the city. This is what the people have been waiting for," he said. Preceding him were two Haitian guards, sweeping the arm in a crowd of bystanders, rearranging fences for buildings and removal of a collapsed funeral home.
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**The New York Times**

**Wednesday, October 18, 2000**

**Banks Willingly Shared Fund Clients’ Profits, But Not Their Losses**

**By Lawrence K. Grossman**

Chairman of the municipal bond pension funds of New Orleans

**They took 40 percent of our profits, and even that was O.K. But then we started losing money, and they didn’t lose a dime.**

**By Lawrence K. Grossman**

The banks that sold the life insurance also sold the reversionary interest. And banks’ traders know what they are doing; the losses are built in.